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Moderator: Good day ladies and gentlemen and welcome to the Q3 FY17 Results Conference Call of DFM

Foods Limited. As a reminder, all participant lines will be in the listen-only mode and there will

be an opportunity for you to ask questions after the presentation concludes. Should you need

assistance during the conference call, please signal the operator by pressing ‘*’ then ‘0’ on your

touchtone phone. Please note that this conference is being recorded. I now hand the conference

over to Mr. Raghavendra Jaipuria from Perfect Relations. Thank you and over to you, sir.

Raghavendra Jaipuria: Thank you, Margret. Good morning everyone and welcome to DFM Foods Q3 FY17 Earnings

Conference Call. Today for the call, we have the Senior Management represented by Mr. Rohan

Jain – Deputy Managing Director, Mr. Rohan Jain – Executive Director and Mr. Davinder

Dogra – Company CFO. Before we start, I would like to mention that in today's conference call

some of the statements might be forward looking in nature. I would now request Mr. Raina to

make his opening remarks, thank you and over to you, sir.

Rajiv Raina: Thank you Raghavendra. Thank you for joining us on the call today. I hope you have reviewed

the financial results announced yesterday. We will start with our understanding of the other

overall market scenario post the demonetization announcement and our response and

preparedness for the same.

As you all know market conditions were challenging as liquidity remained tight, adversely

impacting the overall market growth and demand. The impact was seen across consumers,

channels and geographies. On the consumer front, the obvious impact was reduction in purchase

appetite with consumers holding back any cash available for bare essentials. As for the channels,

the liquidity crunch resulted in reduce pipelines with the wholesale channel being affected the

most. While some bounce back was seen starting December, it is only fair to say that the

wholesale channels are still at lower levels than they normally used to be. The impact was seen

across geographies, with North and East zones more severely affected. This may have been a

result of the fact that the North and East are more characteristics of cash transactions. It may also

be noted that the impact on smaller towns and rural areas where bank density is lower has been

more severe.

Our response to demonetization was to continue with the innovative consumer promotions and

expand our distribution network but with greater vigor and in a smarter manner. We ran

promotions and ads for both CRAX Rings and Natkhat during the quarter. In addition, we

continue to expand distribution with the “hub-and-spoke” model in North and opened up nearby

district towns of the three suburban cities. The above efforts helped us to partially counter the

demonetization effect, having said that we are keeping a close eye on how the overall market

recovers.
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Internally we will continue to be agile, while focusing on medium term and long term goals. In

keeping with our more aggressive stance of new products introductions we started the test market

of our new product CRAX Curls. The product which is also made of corn, like rings has a unique

texture and shape and offers a higher number of trips to mouth. The product has been test

launched at a Rs. 5 price point and shall have 25 grams offering. Depending on the result of the

test market further course of action shall be decided.

Work on the brownfield capacity expansion continued doing the quarter and the same is expected

to get commissioned with in quarter 4. This will add another 10,000 tons of additional

distribution capacity per annum to a currently installed base of 20,000 metric ton per annum. The

total project shall cost Rs. 60 crores with the revenue generation potential of Rs. 200 crores.

Coming to the financial performance, sales for the quarter stood at Rs.87.15 crores, marginally

lower than Rs.89.03 crores in Q2FY17 and 13.8% lower than corresponding quarter last year,

while the Q3 promotion well received by the consumers. Demonetization had an adverse impact

with limited liquidity with distributors as well as the trade channels. Gross margin for the quarter

was significantly higher at 40.05%, an improvement of 230 basis point against previous quarter

and 210 basis points against last year. Improvement in margins was primarily because of lower

gift cost, when compared to the corresponding quarter we saw significant saving in laminate

prices, though that was offset by higher refined oil prices. Employee benefit expenses were

marginally higher, when compared to Q2FY17 and stood at Rs. 9.17 crores on account of

additional recruitment and annual bonuses. Other expenses of Rs. 16.02 crores were lower than

both previous and corresponding quarter on account of lower turnover. With the sharp increase

in gross margins we saw EBITDA improve from Rs. 8.65 crores to Rs. 10.17 crores up 17.5%

and the margin expanded by 200 basis points when compared to previous quarter.

Interest cost was higher, compared both sequentially and correspondingly due to higher working

capital requirements. Depreciation of Rs.1.82 crores stood at the same level as last quarter. Profit

before tax was reported at Rs.6.64 crores against Rs.5.57 crores in Q2FY17 and Rs.10.06 crores

in the corresponding quarter. The tax rate was lower at 24% as we saved Rs. 70 lakhs in tax

owing to investment allowance for the brownfield capacity. PAT stood at Rs. 5.04 crores against

Rs. 4.59 crores in previous quarter and Rs.6.59 crores in the corresponding quarter.

A quick look at the 9 months’ performance, sales were lower by 5.58% against last year and

stood at Rs.251.3 crores. As seen in the quarterly performance, gross margin improved owing to

lower gift cost and expanded by 130 basis points. Employee costs were marginally higher owing

to annual increments and some additional recruitments. Other expenses were lower at Rs. 47.6

crores against 48.6 crores due to lower turnover as part of these expenses are variable in nature,

this translated into a 9.2% lower EBITDA which stood at Rs.25.88 crores against Rs.28.49

crores. Other income which pertains to income from investments was lower at Rs. 31 lakhs

against Rs. 91 lakhs due to non-recognition of gains on investments. It may be noted that as on
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31st December 2016, there is an unrealized income of Rs. 5.3 crores. PAT for the year stood at

Rs. 12.1 crores against Rs. 13.42 crores last year lower by 9%.

Going forward, we shall keep a close watch on the post effect of the demonetization. We expect

growth to improve gradually as liquidity eases. Our focus area remaining unchanged. We will

continue to invest behind both our existing brands through innovative consumer promotion and

advertisements, while simultaneously expanding distribution. We are excited at the prospect of

the new product CRAX Curls which is in test phase now. We are hopeful of launching the same

basis a successful test run with the above strategy in place and coming of additional capacity we

hope to accelerate growth going forward.

I now request to open the floor for the question and answer session.

Moderator: The first question is from the line of Ajay Thakur from Anand Rathi.

Ajay Thakur: I had a question on the demonetization impact, just before the demonetization in the month of

October, what is the growth trend and growth rate that we had seen in October versus November/

December. This will help us in dissecting the impact of demonetization a little better.

Rohan Jain: October is typically a slow month for us. There is a seasonal impact in October and that varies

sometimes because Diwali is in the month of October with Durga Pooja in East and Dussehra.

Thus the market working is little disturbed during the month of October. Now sometimes it can

be November, sometimes it can be October depending on when the festivals are. This year

October has been disturbed, November we started to see a pickup in sales with coming of the

new promotions during Q3FY17. And right in the midst of our advertising we came across with

the demonetization announcement, that obviously affected our sales adversely during most of

November. But we did see sales starting to recover in December and I think the worst is over

now.

Ajay Thakur: And in the month of January are we back to normal or is it near to normal now. Any sense of or

if you just give some color on that front?

Rohan Jain: So, difficult to talk about January at this point but will restrict comments mostly till December.

As said in the opening remarks, while the retail channels have seemed to sort of reverted to a fair

degree but the wholesale channel which is obviously more dependent on cash and is still remains

to be, while it has obviously picked up from the worst low but I think still remains to be a little

slow.

Ajay Thakur: And what would be our wholesale channel contribution and what is the modern trade

contribution to the overall revenue?
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Rohan Jain: We hardly operate modern trade at this point. The wholesale contribution, where is the cross

markets in the North zone, it would be about 40%.

Ajay Thakur: And in terms of utilization rate for our new unit, how is it right now? The one that we have

actually commissioned last year, 5000 ton.

Management1: So, with the capacity that we commissioned last year a total revenue potential went up to Rs.125

crores per quarter roughly. Which is what was the number that we saw in Q4 of last year. So, we

had at this point, we have done a near Rs.90 crores sort of revenue, so that is the kind of

utilization that we are seeing at this point.

Ajay Thakur: Can you also give some highlights on, if it drives a secondary sale versus the primary sales, so

how is the secondary sales been trending or any color on that front, pre and post demonetization?

Rohan Jain: As I said, secondary sales immediately after demonetization took a hit, right after the

announcement, the secondary sales immediately started to fall because people do not really know

what to do, there was limited cash, consumers are not spending, everybody wanted to hold on

whatever cash they had for bare essentials. The trade did not have any cash, everybody was

trying to see what to do with their old notes and system was very destructed as we all know. So,

the whole of November we saw immediate sharp fall right after the announcement and it

remained low during the month of November. Some improvements have been seen in December

but I think it is still early to conclude on the overall impact, lasting impact that will be there of

demonetization and how long it will last.

Ajay Thakur: What I was trying to get is, when we are projecting, what do we expect from Q4 perspective and

also from the FY18 perspective.

Rohan Jain: We trying to project as analyst but I think the lot of our sales as we know is also dependent on

how the promotions do and how the marketing advertisements are received, as we saw in Q2 our

promotions perhaps were not as well received as the one in the corresponding quarter of last year.

In this quarter, I think we had promotion which is well received but then the impact of that was

dampened by the demonetization.

Ajay Thakur: And this new variant that you have launched Crax Curls is that also having a promotional gift or

is it without the promotional gift?

Rohan Jain: It is without the gift. We are giving 25 grams, unlike in Rings where we offer 15 grams of

product along with the gift inside. In this product, we are offering 25 grams and therefore there is

no gift.
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Ajay Thakur: And lastly, if you can share some tax guidance, because we have the investment allowance for

the current quarter as well. But if you were to look at from FY18 perspective, what kind of a tax

rate can we incorporate in our numbers?

Rohan Jain: Rs.70 lakhs is the saving that we have on tax that you have seen in the current quarter, I think it

will be something similar in the next quarter.

Ajay Thakur: And going ahead also will it to be there in FY18 as well as or similar kind of number?

Rohan Jain: No, this is pertaining to the brownfield capacity expansion that has been undertaken this year,

which is going to get commission with in this quarter, it is only for that. In FY18 this benefit will

finish in this financial year and then it will be a function of any capacity expansion that is

undertaken going forward.

Moderator: The next question is from the line of Mitul Mehta from Lucky Investment Managers.

Mitul Mehta: Two questions; one is of course on the distribution ramp up. So, two ways to kind of mitigate, I

mean shows us one is obviously we spend and other is to kind of open new frontier. So, if you

can just help us to understand, because we earlier were at about Rs.2.10 lakh so has that number

gone up?

Rohan Jain: No, the number in terms of outlets right?

Mitul Mehta: Yes

Rohan Jain: Yeah, so we were looking at about 250,000 outlets, which is what we shared earlier. We can

discuss more about the exact number offline but in terms of the nature of expansion as we said,

we in the North essentially cover majority of the towns which are let say above 40K population.

So, the expansion that we had been looking at in the North has been to use the open up hubs in

the form of super stockiest and then they will sell to the smaller and lower pop strata towns. We

won’t be having an exact number on the outlet count because we will not be tracking the outlet

counts in these small towns. But it will be opening up sub stockist and billing to those. Apart

from this, we moved outside of the 3 metro cities of the South. We were up until, let say

Q2FY17 we were primarily operating in Bangalore, Hyderabad and Chennai. And we have just

started opening up a few towns outside of the metro cities which are close by to the metros.

Mitul Mehta: And are you seeing good response outside North, as you penetrate into other geographies?

Rohan Jain: We are, the product is fairly well accepted, the wholesale contributions are different in different

geographies but the retail acceptance of our product is comparable to North. Of course, it will
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take time to sort of build up the same volumes but in terms of product acceptance and the retail

acceptance on the brand equity we see a very good response.

Mitul Mehta: We have done a test launch of CRAX Curls. So are we backing the launch with any

advertisement or we are not spending?

Rohan Jain: No, we are not because it would be wasteful spending at national advertising money for a small

test launch. What we are doing is that we are using publicity material in the form of posters,

danglers, etc. to try and build visibility in the shop and of course the product itself when hung on

the hanger at the outlet itself acts as visibility medium. So, that is all we doing we feel on the

distribution we have the strength to be able to place the product and for it to get to seen and trials

to happen and they are happening. And as we go forward, we will get a better sense on the kind

of acceptance under repeat levels and then if and when we get the confidence then of course we

can consider a launch.

Mitul Mehta: What sort of age class are you catering to this particular product and it still remains in 4 to 14-

year-old children or have you moved up in terms of the target audience.

Rohan Jain: So, nothing about the pack, design says there it is a children’s product, there is no gift inside, so

again we have not made a proactive statement as of now as to which segment should consume

this product. We naturally feel that given the CRAX branding the initial bulk consumption will

happen amongst the children. I would think because of the fact that there is no gift and the fact

that there is higher quantity and as you mention there are more trips to mouth. It is a light

product, it offers unique textures, melt in your mouth kind of texture and therefore offers a large

number of pieces inside each pack. So, I think given the fact that the quantity is more and there is

no gift, I think that offering by default will try and will actually be more appealing to this slightly

older. I would not bet on college goers lets early consume this product but I will think that if

CRAX is let say more concentrated amongst 4 to 12 this could go beyond that a little bit.

Mitul Mehta: So, there are two inter linked question; one is of course promotions. We typically have

promotions every quarter and then we see how the promotion kicks in. One is the new promotion

that we have launched about the Mega Magic how has that been so far, any ground feedback?

Second, this whole demonetization since ticket size is Rs. 5 and Rs. 10 and that should not buy

too much of the wallet, still are the sales affected?

Rohan Jain: So, that is why I agree with you on the demonetization bits. In the retail channel the buying is

reverted by large in the retail outlets. But as I said, the consumer is going and buying from the

retailor and the retailor is buying limited stock from us. But on the wholesale side things remain

a little bit slower because the wholesale buys a larger quantity at one go through cash. With the

current cash restrictions; the question is at the wholesaler is operating on very low inventories

because he has limited cash on hand and therefore that channel remains to be affected. The retail
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has reverted, now who is to know whether the retail would have been still higher had the

demonetization impact not happened but I think by enlarge the retail has looked to do better as

reverted to quite a degree, but the whole sale remains slow and the significant contribution of all

FMCG products of our size and scale that happens in the wholesale.

To answer your second question, the promotion on Mega Magic. I think at this point is a

reasonable acceptance of the promotion. We are still in the phase of advertising; the advertising

is still running. So, I think it is still little early to conclude whether the sales were actually

respond more or whether they will remain at the levels at they are. It is little difficult to conclude

at this point, will have to watch a little bit longer before we can come to a conclusion about the

total acceptance of the promo. So, definitely in another month or so will tell us but at this point

there is a reasonable acceptance.

Mitul Mehta: And also in terms of new launches after Crax Curls, we have seen fair bit of competition also

kicking in the market, we see lot of smaller players like Chheda and all coming up with different

kind of varieties in the snacking. Plus, we keep hearing that there are lot of incentives been given

to the distributors by our competitors I do not want to name that. So, how are we kind of

mitigating this and are we also feeling the heat of that?

Rohan Jain: No, I do not think that we are worried about the distribution incentive part. Each distributor at

the end of the day what really has to be seen is that the viability of the distributor. Larger

companies with large volumes can get away with a very low margin to the distributor because

they offer high volume and therefore are able to give a significant return on investment to their

distributors. So, we have to make sure that we gave adequate ROIs to our distributors whether it

is given by a way of a higher margin, whether it is a combination of incentives and margin or

whether it is by way of some subsidies that you might be giving. So, at the end of the day it is the

viability of the distributor that has to be ensured and as long as we do that we are not so worried

about what somebody else may be doing with his distribution network. As long as we are able to

sort of maintain stability of our distribution channel and we are not seeing attrition with

distributor’s leaving our business and going to other people’s businesses we are okay with that.

On the new product front, yes you are right there are people and lot of players small and

otherwise who are continuously entering the snacking space and are launching new products. As

mentioned last time we need to be proactive on looking at new product introductions, Curls is the

first step in that direction and we will continue to see what opportunities there might be as far as

new product launches are concerned. But we are not so worried about some competitors may

have launched another product that is fine. We have to do what we have to do and we also have

to be aggressive on this and we will.

Mitul Mehta: And also in terms of putting new plant outside North, has there been any thought to that or again

we are not even at this juncture looking at?
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Rohan Jain: No, of course there have been thoughts because one plans ahead. To take the thought forward we

have expanded through Brownfield expansions, that will add a significant amount of capacity as

it is 50% expansion to the installed capacity base. So, with that in mind I think we should be able

to a get away with the whole of next year’s demands with this kind of capacity expansion. Post

that I think next round of capacity expansion would certainly think it would be outside of the

North.

Mitul Mehta: Then how much time typically takes for you to put up a Greenfield?

Rohan Jain: I think once you have the land it will take a year to 15 months.

Mitul Mehta: A year to 15 months?

Rohan Jain: Yeah, thereabouts.

Moderator: The next question is from the line of Sagar Karkhanis from Nirmal Bang.

Sagar Karkhanis: I just want to understand your thoughts on what has been our initial assessment of the taste

pattern of the kids in South India. Can we see similar kind of success for CRAX Corn Rings that

we have seen in the North?

Rohan Jain: Yes, certainly of course it will take its time but in terms of product taste acceptance it is very

positive. The overall offering is well-appreciated by the consumers and initially before launching

in the South we were little tentative about flavor acceptances and what kind of flavors would be,

would we need regional flavors specifically dedicated to the Southern taste or to the Southern

palette but I think our existing flavors do a very good job of meeting the taste requirements of

this Southern kids and yes, I think we can certainly try to look to replicate the success of the

North of course it will take its due time because we have been there for many years on the North

and South is a new market but in the retail channels especially we have seen a lot of success.

Sagar Karkhanis: And just one more thing, I would like to believe the wholesalers would be making their

payments through cheques, right. So, not able to figure out how the demonetization affects the

wholesalers, if you could throw some light on that?

Rohan Jain: No, the wholesalers do not make their payments on cheque. We are not directly selling to the

wholesalers, right. We are selling to our distributors to whom of course, from whom we receive

payments only in the form of RTGS advances. So, there is absolutely as far as we are concerned

of course we get all the money in by electronic transfer. Now the distributor sells to 2 channels

essentially, we do a little in modern trade. So, he sells essentially to the retail channels the

standalone shops and then he sells to the wholesalers. The wholesalers typically buy and sell in
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cash. So, at least largely in the North and certainly in the East, that is where a little bit of the

challenges comes in.

Moderator: The next question is from the line of Tejas Shah from Spark Capital.

Tejas Shah: We manage to expand our gross margin sequentially in Y-o-Y mainly because of the cost

reduction in toys that we offer. So, is this more structural or there was some one-off in this

reduction?

Rohan Jain: The cost of toys vary with every promotion while of course there is a range within which we

would like to keep our gift costs but they could be on the lower end of that or the higher end of

that depending on the promotion. So, promotion-to-promotion gifts costs vary as it were in the

promotion that we have operated partly in Q3FY17 we had more efficient pricing on the gifts

and that was reflected in the gross margin.

Tejas Shah: But the gift essentially remains the same, obviously it changes from scheme to scheme but how

do you judge whether the value addition or the perceived value by kids on the toys remains the

same across schemes?

Rohan Jain: We have been operating in this space for many years now. We have been giving a gift in pack for

the last 10-12 years. So, one is our own understanding that we have developed over this time in

terms of what kids like and what kids do not like. The other thing is that we always try and

undertake some form of research at the consumer level while launching a new promotion prior to

that to get an assessment of whether this is something that excites them.

Tejas Shah: And looking at the inflationary scenario which is picking up in general, do we have a room to

protect our gross margins which is the key concern from most of the food companies now by

playing around with this schemes and promotion and our P&L?

Rohan Jain: I guess there are certain levers that one can try and maintain gross margins. Now this quarter

they have been higher than the previous quarter, so there will be a range within which we will

operate we should not take Q3FY17 margins to be permanent but if you see in our performance

over the last few years we had a fairly stable structure on gross margins a little bit up or down.

We, when in case of price rises cost increases of course the question is sometimes there is one

raw material that increases but the other falls and then we are okay but if everything starts to

increase then we have to see whether there are other things that we can do it to try and absorb

cost or cut cost at some point or the other. Gifts, of course we can try and be more tight on our

gift spending but then we have to make sure that we do not comprise like you said the perceived

value to the consumer because that would be then a negative vicious cycle that one could get into,

but I think we would be quite conscious in how we manage our gross margins and if worse case

scenarios that is the last resort is obviously to increase price in the form of whether it is a
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grammage reduction but typically we try and see if it is absorbable then and if you feel it is not a

permanent increase then we try and absorb some of that or adjust that or neutralize that by other

means or ways.

Tejas Shah: My second question pertains to the distribution loyalty and this is slightly for academic purpose

also because we see most of this snacking company they build a market. They develop market

and then by the time some brand loyalties accepted from consumer’s side usually as a consumer.

We have seen that the consistency of those brands in the retail outlet changes, it is not there or

rather missing and you will find the same guy selling brand which was there let’s say 2 months

back and then again he moves to some new brands perhaps for the schemes and promotions

which the new brand is offering. So, in this kind of headwind which is for all the players in the

industry, how do you plan to build that kind of brand loyalty where you start owning the

customer and not the trade?

Rohan Jain: So, of course when you say customer you mean?

Tejas Shah: The end customer?

Rohan Jain: At the end of the day like you said distributor or the trader is the means to the final end to get to

the consumer. The reason why we operate lower as Mitul pointed out perhaps the reason why we

offer lower trade schemes than some of our competition is partly because we do a large amount

of work on consumer marketing, whether it is the gift or the advertising. I think that is essentially

what we are trying to do, if you are able to always have a strong consumer pull for your product

then it makes that much harder for any retailer or the wholesaler to not stock your product.

Lesser or most schemes are another factor but then it is very hard for the retailer or wholesaler to

not stock a product which the consumer is demanding. That is always been the endeavor to try

and create a part which is a pull product and less for the Push product. At the same time schemes,

etc., are something which is part and parcel of the FMCG business and that is something we do

on and off. They are may be more in zones other than North, may be slightly lesser in the North

zone given our brand equity. But to maintain loyalty of the trade you cannot as I said for the

wholesale and retail all you have to ensure the end consumer picks it up. For your own

distributors, you have to again just ensure that the business is a viable one for them and if you

can give them growth in this business then of course the chances of their staying with you are

that much more.

Tejas Shah: And lastly on GST side, any update on the same. Last time, you said that you were doing some

internal calculation to arrive at your revenue neutral rate?

Rohan Jain: Yes, so we have put it on hold pending the final rules come in.. I think the rules of the GST

expected to come out by maybe end of February and as and when they do I think then it will
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make much more sense to actually get in to the calculations and see how you are affected on that

part. I do not perceive at this point for it to have any negative impact on us

Moderator: The next question is from the line of Adity Solanki from Dalal & Broacha.

Adity Solanki: I wanted to know about the non-North markets, like last time you have said we had bigger plans

for South and West expansion in coming years. So, are we on track? Are we doing what is

needed about like we had 3 new centers like which came up but apart from that are we on line

with that expansion?

Rohan Jain: Yes, we are trying to do our best to expand, last year the process of expansion was put in hold

given the capacity constraints, this year with the capacity available we are continuing to work on

the expansion part. So, as I said we have already started to open up cities outside of the 3 metros

of the South. Different zones has slightly different strategies in terms of our focus but yes, we are

continuing to expand.

Adity Solanki: And so, the South and that is for the South market, so like do we have any clarity on the West

markets like are we into the West markets as yet?

Rohan Jain: No, of course we are operating in the Western markets. So, Western zone was opened up long

ago and it is the first zone that came up outside of North. We have started with the West zone

operations in 2011-2012. That is the first zone that came up and then we started operations in

East in 2012 and then in South towards the end calendar 2014. West is actually the zone that

came up first. We have been expanding distribution to all the key cities which are (+5) lakhs

cities and we are looking to sort of penetrate a little deeper and at the same time optimizing and

expanding coverage in those cities which are above 5 lakhs where we feel this room for doing

that.

Adity Solanki: And my last question is that the total sales wise market would be nearly the same right, North

80%, 8% would be West and East and would be?

Rohan Jain: Yeah, I think it would be similar what the only thing that we have done is that we made some

changes in our own internal classification. We will as traditionally with most FMCG companies

Madhya Pradesh and Chhattisgarh are part of the Western zone and so internally we have

reclassified Madhya Pradesh and Chhattisgarh as part of the West which was earlier part of the

North for us. So, taking that into consideration, North is about let’s say 75%, West would be

about 15% and then the balance would be the other 2 zones.

Moderator: The next question is from the line of Mitul Mehta from Lucky Investment Managers.
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Mitul Mehta: In your last call, you did mention about hiring new people as we move along, so have we seen

any activity on that front? You did mention we had hired a new Sales Head all India level any

further hiring’s you have done?

Rohan Jain: In the operational positions, we are hiring as and how needed. So, for example if we are

expanding our operations to outside the 3 metros and there will be hiring that would take place

there. So, operational field positions continuously keep getting hired as and how we expand.

Moderator: The next question is from the line of Suvarna Joshi from SMC Global Securities.

Suvarna Joshi: I have a more strategic question in a sense that we have been talking of this particular market

being more fragmented in nature with a lot of unorganized players being present and opposing a

competitive threat. So, what according to you should be a winning strategy for our company

besides the product. I understand product is the key to be a formidable player in this industry but

bedsides that what do you think should help us grow further?

Rohan Jain: Yeah, you are right about the products. So, having a consistently good quality product is a

prerequisite, but apart from that I think the 2 main things that make one great barriers for

competition our robust distribution network and then of course the brand that you build. Lot of

the small unorganized players cannot afford TV advertising; they are present in regional small

pockets. They do not do that, so by building a brand you are creating a strong barrier and again

distribution, a lot of the small unorganized sector operates through purely the wholesale channels

because it is cheaper perhaps to do that. They offer slightly higher margins to the trade and

operate in the wholesale channel they do not sort of invest in building sustainable retail-oriented

distribution network. So, I think these 2 things are the key.

Suvarna Joshi: So, in that context and with the GST coming into play hopefully from 1st of July do you see any

inorganic growth opportunity?

Rohan Jain: I am not sure how the inorganic, whether there can be any sort of acquisitions possible because

there are lot of the small players perhaps do not offer the kind of quality consistency that we

would try and look to offer. But we as a company are always open to any opportunity and if there

is a target that we feel helps us expand either our portfolio or distribution reach without

compromising quality we are always open to the idea.

Moderator: Thank you, with that we conclude today’s conference call. I now hand the conference over to the

management for closing comments.

Rajiv Raina: Thank you for joining us on the call today and we look forward to seeing you in the next quarter

again. Thank you.
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Moderator: Thank you. On behalf of DFM Foods Limited, that concludes this conference. Thank you for

joining us and you may now disconnect your lines.
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